
Is There an 
Alternative Use for 

Weather Derivatives? 



The 
Perfect 
Weather 
Guarantee!

Weather Sales 
Promotions 



Successful Campaigns 
Nikon Meteo Cash Back  

A weather guarantee 
with a purchase of a 
Nikon camera. If it 
rains more than 2 days 
during the 4-day 
Easter weekend, 
customers get a 100% 
refund. 

Open Sky Huttwil – “A 
Festival pass with a 
Weather Guarantee”DK Brands Koenig-Grill

A 4-day festival pass with 
weather guarantee. If it 
rains more than 1 day, 
visitors get refund for 
each further rainy day. If 
it rains all 4 days, visitors 
will be paid back 100%

Several models of grills are 
offered with a weather 
guarantee. If it rains more than 
1 day during a 3-day holiday 
weekend in June, customers are 
refunded up to CHF 800,-
depending on the rainfall and 
the purchased model. 



The Concept



Create your Own Weather Campaign
With extreme weather 
increasingly dominating media 
headlines, embrace it with a 
weather campaign which 
generates attention and 
positions your company as 
forward thinking.
A low cost, no-risk campaign 
is very attractive and highly 
effective way to stand out 
from competitors and 
increase sales



Marketing Campaign and Flow 



If the Defined Weather Event Occurs 



Advantages

Standout from the crowd.

Update customer data base.

Cost of campaign is linked to success, since the guarantee 
is a fixed percentage of sales.

Additional sales through customer cashing in their 
vouchers.

Increased brand loyalty 



Here is an example of a current pitch!

Its for an Electricity Power company

The market is highly competitive

Company wants:
New Conversions.

Reward existing clients. 

Hedge its risk.



Attract New Customers With a Conversion 
Campaign

Win new clients by offering a lucrative incentive to 
change providers.

Reward them if a weather event occurs.

Be noticed in the media as an innovative company.

Ride the eco ticket.



Loyalty Program

Reward clients for being 
loyal.

Encourage them to 
participate.

Pay them for signing up if 
extreme weather events 
occur.



Hedging Against Spikes in the Weather 

Hedge extreme weather 
events. Too cold or too hot!

When the TMax gets 38° or 
when TMin gets to -5°.

Regardless of the weather 
extreme electricity power 
prices go up. 

Offset this price rise with a 
weather derivative.



Manage all three programs via one 
Weather Derivative

A weather campaign generates attention and positions 
your company as forward-thinking and customer friendly.

A low-cost, no-risk weather campaign is a very attractive 
and highly effective way to stand out from competition 
and increase sales.

Hedge your power book simpler and effective.



Step 1: The Concept 

Encourage Account Conversions from the 
competitor 

To reward old customers for loyalty

To hedge company against costly power outages 



Step 2 

Define what kind of weather you’d like to base the 
Concept on.

Select a weather station in your area for the Derivative to 
be based on?

For a an example for a small premium Company can be 
rewarded on spikes in Tmax over summer in Tokyo.



Step 3 

Create a marketing campaign for your products, 
highlighting the benefits as added value for old and new 
customers.

“Convert to Company or join the loyalty program and 
receive a “x” rebate should summer temperatures spike 
to 38°”.



Step 4

When the temperature spikes to 38° demand for power 
sky rockets and so does the price.

The weather derivative absorbs this extra cost. This 
income can be passed on to customers. 

A TMax contract can hedge Company against this extra 
cost.



Step 5 

If your defined weather conditions occur, ie TMax +38°
you’ll receive an automatic payout from CelsiusPro. 

This can be used too “slash” the cost of power and 

Reward new and loyal customers



Japanese wide coverage.
Select a region or specific weather station



Select a region or specific weather 
station



How we price the contract!



Example
of a 

Derivative 
Offer

Offer – Heat Day Certificate (Daily Maximum Temperature Index) 
 
 
Certificate Aim:
Payout when there are above average Heat Days during the period.
 
 
Certificate Definition: 
Under this Certificate, the Client will receive a fixed amount of 20'000 JPY for each Heat Day after 0 of such days up to a maximum
of 60'000 JPY during the period from 01.07.2019 until 31.07.2019. A Heat Day is defined as a day on which the daily maximum
temperature measured by the independent national meteorological station exceeds 38.00 °C. 
 
 
Certificate Parameter

Offer Number:
 

627412 
 

Offer Date:
 

10.01.2019
 

Offer valid until:
 

20.01.2019
 

Country:
 

Japan
 

Weather Station:
 

TOKYO, WMO: 47662
 

Data Provider:
 

Speedwell (Sompo)
 

Weather Cover:
 

Hot
 

Name of Certificate:
 

Heat Day Certificate (Daily Maximum Temperature Index)
 

Start Date:
 

01.07.2019
 

End Date:
 

31.07.2019
 

Period:
 

31/31
 

Threshold:
 

38.00  °C
 

Strike: 
 

0 Heat Day(s).
 

 
Certificate Price Matrix

Factor 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1

Payout per Heat Day (JPY): 12'000 14'000 16'000 18'000 20'000

Maximum Payout (JPY): 36'000 42'000 48'000 54'000 60'000

Certificate Premium (JPY): 3'691 4'306 4'921 5'536 6'151
 
 
 
 
 
 
Please note that all prices are subject to change. This document is for information purposes only and should not be construed as recommendation or solicitation to
conclude a transaction and should not be treated as investment advice.
 



Transaction Documents



The Reporting Overview: allows you to efficiently 
view and manage the lifecycle of index insurance 
policies. 

Key Benefits

Premium payment overview

Expiry overview

Index value display

Transaction status overview

Alerts for overdue payments

Auto recognition

Management summary



Client Administration

The platform offers online 
client registration and data 
management. 

Key benefits:
Client address

Client payment instructions

Profiling

Document upload area

Document check



Settings

Via “Settings” you can change standard product settings such 
as ID, margins, underlying's, types, calculation functions, years 
for calculation, trending functions, weather exposure and 
weather cover. 

Products can be added as desired and defined by the insurers. 



Client and Transaction Management
The platform allows to efficiently administer large scale 
client - and transaction data with drill down function to 
the smallest granularity of data.



List of Policies

All policies (live or expired) are stored under “List of Insurances”. You find
an overview of all policies including their key parameters and policy
status. You can search your clients insurances by status, insurance type,
weather station or Insurance ID.

Via a download function you can export all data to excel.



Measurements & Pay-out

Lets you view the index data table
following daily measurements of
the relevant weather parameter
from the national met office
during the lifetime of the
insurance.

Weather measurements are
typically reported with a time lag
of 1-3 days.

Information on the weather index
and insurance current value /
payout are reported as well.



Contact:

Jonathan Barratt BEc (Hons), M Ec, Grad Dip Corp 
Law, SA Fin, ANZIFF (Fellow), CIP 

Phone :+612 9994 8009 

Email: jonathan.barratt@celsiuspro.com.au


